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Renewed interest in the field
Dagstuhl Meeting, 1993 
Association for Computational Linguistics ACL/EACL Workshop, 
Madrid, 1997 
AAAI Spring Symposium, Stanford, 1998
SUMMAC ’98 summarization evaluation
Workshop on Automatic Summarization (WAS) ANLP/NAACL, 
Seattle, 2000.
NAACL, Pittsburgh, 2001. Barcelona 2004.
Document Understanding Conference (DUC) since 2000, 
summarization evaluation
Multilingual Summarization Evaluation (MSE) since 2005, 
summarization evaluation
Crossing Barriers in Text Summarization, RANLP 2005
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The summary I want…

Margie was holding tightly to the string of her 
beautiful new balloon. Suddenly,  a gust of wind 
caught it. The wind carried it into a tree.  The balloon 
hit a branch and burst. Margie cried and cried.

Margie was sad when her balloon burst.
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Summarization

summary:  brief but accurate representation of the 
contents of a document
goal of summarization: take an information source, 
extract the most important content from it and 
present it to the user in a condensed form and in a 
manner sensitive to the user’s needs.

compression: the amount of text to present or the length of 
the summary to the length of the source.
type of summary: indicative/informative 
other parameters: topic/question
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Surrounded by summaries!!!
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Surrounded by summaries!!!
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Some information ignored!
Alfred Hitchcock's landmark masterpiece of the 
macabre stars Anthony Perkins as the troubled 
Norman Bates, whose old dark house and adjoining 
motel are not the place to spend a quite evening. No 
one knows that better than Marion Crane (Janet 
Leigh), the ill-fated traveller whose journey ends in 
the notorious “shower scene.” First a private detective, 
then Marion’s sister (Vera Miles) search for her, the 
horror and suspense mount to a terrifying 
climax when the mysterious killer is finally 
revealed.
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Summary functions

Direct  functions
communicates substantial information;
keeps readers informed;
overcomes the language barrier;

Indirect functions
classification;
indexing;
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Typology

Indicative
indicates types of information
“alerts”

Informative
includes quantitative/qualitative information
“informs”

Critic/evaluative
evaluates the content of the document
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Indicative

The work of Consumer Advice Centres is examined. The 
information sources used to support this work are reviewed. 
The recent closure of many CACs has seriously affected the 
availability of consumer information and advice. The 
contribution  that public libraries can make in enhancing the 
availability of consumer information and advice both to the 
public and other agencies involved in consumer information and 
advice, is discussed.
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Informative

An examination of the work of Consumer Advice Centres and of 
the information sources and support activities that public 
libraries can  offer. CACs have dealt with pre-shopping advice, 
education on consumers’ rights and complaints about goods and 
services, advising the client and often obtaining expert 
assessment. They have drawn on a wide range of information 
sources including case records, trade literature, contact files and 
external links. The recent closure of many CACs has seriously 
affected the availability of consumer information and advice. 
Libraries can cooperate closely with advice agencies through 
local coordinating committed, shared premises, join publicity 
referral and the sharing of professional experitise.
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More on typology
extract vs abstract

fragments from the document
newly re-written text

generic vs query-based vs user-focused
all major topics equal coverage
based on a question “what are the causes of the war?”
users interested in chemistry 

for novice vs for expert
background
Just the new information
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More on typology
single-document vs multi-document

research paper
proceedings of a conference

in textual form vs items vs tabular vs structured
paragraph
list of main points
numeric information in a table
with “headlines”

in the language of the document vs in other language
monolingual
cross-lingual
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Abstracting services

Abstracting journals
not very popular today

Abstracting databases
CD-ROM
Internet

Mission
keep the scientific community informed

LISA, CSA, ERIC, INSPEC, etc.
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Professional abstracts
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Transformations during abstracting

Source document Abstract

There were significant positive 
associations between the 
concentration of the substance 
administered and mortality in rats 
and mice of both sexes.

Mortality in rats and mice of both 
sexes was dose related.

There was no convincing evidence 
to indicate that endrin ingestion 
induced any of the different types 
of tumors which were found in 
the treated animals.

No treatment related tumors were 
found in any of the animals.
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Abstractor’s at work (Endres-Niggemeyer’95)

systematic study of professional abstractors 
“speak-out-loud” protocols
discovered operations during document condensation

use of document structure
top-down strategy + superficial features
cut-and-paste
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Abstract’s structure (Liddy’91)

Identification of a text schema (grammar) of 
abstracts of empirical research

Identification of lexical clues for predicting the 
structure

From abstractors to a linguistic model
ERIC and PsycINFO abstractors as subjects of 
experimentation
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Three levels of information
proto-typical

hypothesis; subjects; conclusions; methods; references; 
objectives; results

typical
relation with other works; research topic; procedures; data 
collection; etc.

elaborated-structure
context; independent variable; dependent variable; materials; 
etc.

Suggests that types of information can be identified based on 
“cue” words/expressions

Many practical implications for IR systems

Abstract’s structure
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Finding source sentences (Saggion&Lapalme’02)

Source document Abstract

In this paper we have presented a 
more efficient distributed algorithm 
which constructs a breadth-first 
search tree in an asynchronous 
communication network.

Presents a more efficient distributed 
breadth-first search algorithm for an 
asynchronous communication 
network.

We present a model and give an 
overview of related research.

Presents a model and gives an 
overview of related research.

We analyse the the complexity of 
our algorithm and give some 
examples of performance on typical 
networks.

Analyses the complexity of the 
algorithm and gives some examples 
of performance on typical networks.
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Document structure for abstracting

Title 2%
Author abstract 15%
First section 34%
Last section 3%
Headings and captions 33%
Other sections 13%
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Automatic Summarization
50s-70s

Statistical techniques (scientific text)
80s

Artificial Intelligence (short texts, narrative, some 
news) 

90s-
Hybrid systems (news, some scientific text)

00s-
Headline generation; multi-document 
summarization  (much news, more diversity: law, 
medicine, e-mail, Web pages, etc.); hand-held 
devices; multimedia
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Summarization steps

Text interpretation
phrases; sentences; propositions; etc.

Unit selection
some sentences; phrases; props; etc.

Condensation
delete duplication, generalization

Generation
text-text; propositions to text; information to text
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Natural language processing
detecting syntactic structure for condensation

I: Solomon, a sophomore at Heritage School in Convers, is accused of 
opening fire on schoolmates.

O: Solomon is accused of opening fire on schoolmates.
meaning to support condensation

I: 25 people have been killed in an explosion in the Iraqi city of Basra.
O: Scores died in Iraq explosion 

discourse interpretation/coreference
I: And as a conservative Wall Street veteran, Rubin brought market 

credibility to the Clinton administration.
O: Rubin brought market credibility to the Clinton administration.
I: Victoria de los Angeles died in a Madrid hospital today. She was the 

most acclaimed Spanish soprano of the century. She was 81.
O: Spanish soprano De los Angeles died at 81.
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Summarization by sentence extraction

extract
subset of sentence from the document

easy to implement and robust
how to discover what type of linguistic/semantic 
information contributes with the notion of 
relevance?
how extracts should be evaluated?

create ideal extracts
need humans to assess sentence relevance
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Evaluation of extracts
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Evaluation of extracts (instance)

precision =  1/2

recall = 1/3
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Keyword method: Luhn’58

words which are frequent in a document indicate the 
topic discussed

stemming algorithm (“systems” = “system”)

ignore “stop words” (i.e.”the”, “a”, “for”, “is”)

compute the distribution of each word in the 
document (tf)
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Keyword method

compute distribution of words in corpus (i.e., 
collection of texts)

inverted document frequency

)
)(

log()(
termNUMDOC

NUMDOCtermidf =

)(termNUMDOC

NUMDOC #docs in corpus

#docs where term occurs
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Keyword method

consider only those 
terms such that tf*idf > 
thr
identify clusters of 
keywords 

[Xi Xi+1 …. Xi+n-1]

compute weight

normalize
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=
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Position: Edmundson’69

Important sentences occur in specific positions
“lead-based” summary (Brandow’95)
inverse of position in document works well for the 
“news”

Important information occurs in specific sections of 
the document (introduction/conclusion)

1)()( −= iSposition i
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Position

Extra points for sentences in specific sections
make a list of important sections
LIST= “introduction”, “method”, “conclusion”, 

“results”, ...

Position evidence (Baxendale’58)
first/last sentences in a paragraph are topical
give extra points to = initial | middle | final
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Position
Position depends on type of text!
“Optimum Position Policy” (Lin & Hovy’97) method 
to learn  “positions” which contain relevant 
information OPP= { (p1,s2), (p2,s1), (p1,s1), ...}

pi = paragraph num; si = sentence num 
“learning” method uses  documents + abstracts + 
keywords provided by authors
average number of keywords in the sentence
30% topic not mentioned in text
title contains 50% topics
title + 2 best positions 60% topics
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Title method: Edmundson’69

Hypothesis: title of document indicates its content

therefore, words in title help find relevant content

create a list of title words, remove “stop words”

||)( STITStitle Ι=
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Cue method: Edmundson’69;Paice’81

Important sentences contain cue words/indicative 
phrases

“The main aim of the present paper is to describe…” (IND)
“The purpose of this article is to review…” (IND)
“In this report, we outline…” (IND)
“Our investigation has shown that…” (INF)

Some words are considered bonus others stigma
bonus: comparatives, superlatives, conclusive 
expressions, etc.
stigma: negatives,  pronouns, etc.
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Experimental combination 
(Edmundson’69)

Contribution of 4 features
title, cue, keyword, position
Linear equation

first the parameters are adjusted using training 
data

)(.)(.)(.)(.)( SPositionSKeywordSCueSTitleSWeight δγβα +++=
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Experimental combination

All possible combinations 42 - 1 (=15 possibilities)

title + cue; title; cue; title + cue + keyword; etc.

Produces summaries for test documents

Evaluates co-selection (precision/recall)
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Experimental combination

Obtains the following results
best system

cue + title + position
individual features

position is best, then
cue
title
keyword
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Learning to extract

New 
document

documents
&

summaries

alignment

Aligned
corpus classifier

extract

____ 
_____
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____
____
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algorithm

Feature
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sentence
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…….
____
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…….
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____
____
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------
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title position Cue … extract

yes 1st no … yes

no 2nd yes … no
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Statistical combination

method adopted by Kupiec&al’95

need corpus of documents and extracts
professional abstracts
high cost

alignment
program that identifies similar sentences
manual validation
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Statistical combination

length of sentence (true/false)

cue (true/false)
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Statistical combination

position (discrete)
paragraph #

in paragraph

keyword (true/false)

proper noun (true/false)
similar to keyword
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Statistical combination
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Statistical combination

results for individual features
position
cue
length
keyword
proper name

best combination
position+cue+length
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Problems with extracts
Lack of cohesion
A single-engine airplane crashed Tuesday into a ditch beside a 
dirt road on the outskirts of Albuquerque, killing all five people 
aboard, authorities said.
Four adults and one child died in the crash, which witnesses said 
occurred about 5 p.m., when it was raining, Albuquerque police 
Sgt. R.C. Porter said.
The airplane was attempting to land at nearby Coronado Airport, 
Porter said. It aborted its first attempt and was coming in for a 
second try when it crashed, he said…

Four adults and one child died in the crash, which witnesses said 
occurred about 5 p.m., when it was raining, Albuquerque police 
Sgt. R.C. Porter said.
It aborted its first attempt and was coming in for a second try 
when it crashed, he said.
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Problems with extracts

Lack of coherence
Supermarket A announced a big profit for the third 
quarter of the year. The directory studies the 
creation of new jobs. Meanwhile,  B’s supermarket 
sales drop by 10% last month. The company is 
studying closing down some of its stores. 

Supermarket  A announced a big profit for the 
third quarter of the year. The company is studying 
closing down some of its stores. 
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Solution

identification of document structure
rules for the identification of anaphora

pronouns, logical and rhetorical connectives, and 
definite noun phrases
Corpus-based heuristics

aggregation techniques
IF sentence contains anaphor THEN include 
preceding sentences

anaphora resolution is more appropriate but
programs for anaphora resolution are far from 
perfect
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Solution

BLAB project (Johnson & Paice’93 and previous 
works by same group)

rules for identification: “that” is :
non-anaphoric if preceded by research-verb (e.g. 
“assume”, “show”, etc.)
non-anaphoric if followed by pronoun, article, 
quantifier, demonstrative,… 
external if no latter than 10th word of sentence
else: internal

selection (indicator) & rejection & aggregation 
rules; reported success: abstract > aggregation 
> extract
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Cohesion analysis

Repetition with identity
Adam bite the apple. The apple was not ripe enough.

Repetition without identity
Adam ate the apples. He likes apples.

Class/superclass
Adam ate the apple. He likes fruit.

Systematic relation
He likes green apples. He does not like red ones.

Non-systematic relation
Adam was three hours in the garden. He was planting
an apple tree.
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Telepattan system: (Bembrahim & Ahmad’95)

Link two sentences if
they contain words related by repetition, 
synonymy, class/superclass (hypernymy), 
paraphrase

destruct ~ destruction

use thesaurus (i.e., related words) 

pruning
links(si, sj) > thr => bond (si, sj)
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Telepattan system

Sentence 23: 
J&J's stock  added 83 cents to 
$65.49.    
  

  

Sentence 26:

Flagging stock markets
kept merger activity and 
new stock  offerings on 
the wane, the firm said. 

Sentence 42:

Lucent, the most active  
stock  on the New York  
Stock Exchange, skidded 47 
cents to $4.31, after falling  
to a low at $4.30.   

Sentence15:   
  "For the stock   market  t his 
move was so deeply discounted 
that I don't think it will have a 
major impact".   
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Telepattan system

Classify sentences as
start topic, middle topic, end of topic, according to 
the number of links 
this is based on the number of links to and from a 
given sentence 

Summaries are obtained by extracting sentences that 
open-continue-end a topic

EA B Dstart

middle closeclose
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Lexical chains

Lexical chain: 
word sequence in a text where the words are 
related by one of the relations previously 
mentioned

Use:
ambiguity resolution
identification of discourse structure
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WordNet: a lexical database

synonymy
dog, can

hypernymy
dog, animal

antonym
dog, cat

meronymy (part/whole)
dog, leg 
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Extracts by lexical chains

Barzilay & Elhadad’97; Silber & McCoy’02
A chain C represents a  “concept” in WordNet 

Financial institution “bank”
Place to sit down in the park “bank”
Sloppy land “bank”

A chain is a list of words, the order of the words is 
that of their occurrence in the text 
A noun N is inserted in C if N is related to C

relations used=identity; synonym; hypernym
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Extracts by lexical chains

Compute the contribution of N to C as follows
If C is empty consider the relation to be 
“repetition” (identity)
If not identify the last element M of the chain to 
which N is related 
Compute distance between N and M in number of 
sentences ( 1 if N is the first word of chain)
Contribution of N is looked up in a table with 
entries given by type of relation and distance

e.g., hyper & distance=3 then contribution=0.5
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Extracts by lexical chains

After inserting all nouns in chains there is a second 
step
For each noun, identify the chain where it most 
contributes; delete it from the other chains and 
adjust weights
Select sentences that belong or are covered by 
“strong chains”
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Extracts by lexical chains

Strong chain:
weight(C) > thr
thr = average(weight(Cs)) + 2*sd(weight(Cs))

selection:
H1: select the first sentence that contains a 
member of a strong chain 
H2: select the first sentence that contains a 
“representative” member of the chain 
H3: identify a text segment where the chain is 
highly dense (density is the proportion of words in 
the segment that belong to the chain)
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Information retrieval techniques (Salton&al’97)

Vector Space Model 
each text unit represented as 

Similarity metric 

metric normalised to obtain 0-1 values
Construct a graph of paragraphs. 
Strength of link is the similarity metric
Use threshold (thr) to decide upon 
similar paragraphs

∑= jkikji ddDDsim .),(

),...,( 1 inii ddD =
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Text relation map

C

A

B

D

E

F

C=2

A=3

B=1

D=1

E=3

F=2

sim>thr

sim<thr

similarities

links based 
on thr
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Information retrieval techniques
identify regions where paragraphs are well 
connected
paragraph selection heuristics

bushy path
select paragraphs with many connections with other 
paragraphs and present them in text order

depth-first path
select one paragraph with many connections; select a 
connected paragraph (in text order) which is also well 
connected; continue

segmented bushy path
follow the bushy path strategy but locally including 
pargraphs from all “segments of text”: a bushy path is 
created for each segment
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Information retrieval techniques
Co-selection evaluation

because of low agreement across human 
annotators (~46%) new evaluation metrics 
were defined
optimistic scenario: select the human summary 
which gives best score
pessimistic scenario: select the human 
summary which gives worst score
union scenario: select the union of the human 
summaries 
intersection scenario: select the overlap of 
human summaries
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Rhetorical analysis

Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)
Mann & Thompson’88 

Descriptive theory of text organization
Relations between two text spans

nucleus & satellite (hypotactic)
nucleus & nucleus (paratactic)
“IR techniques have been used in text 
summarization. For example, X used term 
frequency. Y used tf*idf.” 
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Rhetorical analysis

relations are deduced by judgement of the reader
texts are represented as trees, internal nodes are 
relations
text segments are the leafs of the tree

(1) Apples are very cheap. (2) Eat apples!!!
(1) is an argument in favour of (2), then we can 
say that (1) motivates (2)
(2) seems more important than (1), and coincides 
with (2) being the nucleus of the motivation
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Rhetorical analysis

Relations can be marked on the syntax
John went to sleep because he was tired.
Mary went to the cinema and Julie went to the theatre.

RST authors say that markers are not necessary to identify a 
relation
However all RTS analysers rely on markers

“however”, “therefore”, “and”, “as a consequence”, etc.
strategy to obtain a complete tree

apply rhetorical parsing to “segments” (or paragraphs)
apply a cohesion measure (vocabulary overlap) to identify 
how to connect individual trees
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Rhetorical analysis based summarization

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more attractive
(B) as the price of micro-computing power and storage 

continues to drop.
(C) They have two main advantages over magnetic strip 

cards.
(D) First, they can carry 10 or even 100 times as much 

information
(E) and hold it much more robustly.
(F) Second, they can execute complex tasks in 

conjunction with a terminal.
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ED

F

CBA

justification

circumstance

joint

SAT
NU

NU NU

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more….
(B) as

elaboration

joint

Rhetorical tree

SATNU SAT NU

NU NU
the price of micro-computing…

(C) They have two main advantages …
(D) First, they can carry 10 or…
(E) and hold it much more robustly.
(F) Second, they can execute complex tasks…
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F

CBA

justification

circumstance

1 0

0

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more….
(B) as

elaboration

joint

joint

Penalty: Ono’94

0 1 0 1

0

0 0

Penalty
A=1
B=2
C=0
D=1
E=1
F=1

the price of micro-computing…
(C) They have two main advantages …
(D) First, they can carry 10 or…
(E) and hold it much more robustly.
(F) Second, they can execute complex tasks…
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RTS extract
(C) They have two main advantages over magnetic strip cards.

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more attractive
(C) They have two main advantages over magnetic strip cards.
(D) First, they can carry 10 or even 100 times as much information
(E) and hold it much more robustly.
(F) Second, they can execute complex tasks in conjunction with a terminal. 

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more attractive
(B) as the price of micro-computing power and storage continues to drop.
(C) They have two main advantages over magnetic strip cards.
(D) First, they can carry 10 or even 100 times as much information
(E) and hold it much more robustly.
(F) Second, they can execute complex tasks in conjunction with a terminal. 
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ED

C

FD;E

CA

D;E;FCBA

justification

circumstance

SAT
NU

NU

NU

elaboration

joint

joint

Promotion: Marcu’97

SATNU SAT NU

NU

NU

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more….
(B) as the price of micro-computing…
(C) They have two main advantages …
(D) First, they can carry 10 or…
(E) and hold it much more robustly.
(F) Second, they can execute complex tasks…
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RST extract

(C) They have two main advantages over magnetic strip cards.

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more attractive
(C) They have two main advantages over magnetic strip cards.

(A) Smart cards are becoming  more attractive
(B) as the price of micro-computing power and storage continues to drop.
(C) They have two main advantages over magnetic strip cards.
(D) First, they can carry 10 or even 100 times as much information
(E) and hold it much more robustly.
(F) Second, they can execute complex tasks in conjunction with a terminal. 
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Observations

Marcu showed that nucleus correlates with idea of 
centrality
Compression can not be controlled
No discrimination between relations

“elaboration” = “exemplification”
Texts of interesting size untreatable
RST is interpretative, therefore knowledge is 
needed
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FRUMP (de Jong’82)

a small earthquake shook several Southern Illinois counties Monday 
night, the National Earthquake Information Service in Golden, Colo., 
reported. Spokesman Don Finley said the quake measured 3.2 on the 
Richter scale, “probably not enough to do any damage or cause any 
injuries.” The quake occurred about 7:48 p.m. CST and was centered
about 30 miles east of Mount Vernon, Finlay said. It was felt in
Richland, Clay, Jasper, Effington, and Marion Counties.

There was an earthquake in Illinois with a 3.2 Richter scale.
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FRUMP

Knowledge structure = sketchy-scripts, adaptation of 
Shank & Abelson scripts (1977)

sketchy-scripts contain only the relevant information 
of an event

~50 sketchy-scripts  manually developed for FRUMP

Interpretation is based on skimming
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FRUMP

When a key word is found one or more scripts are 
activated

The activated scripts guide text interpretation, 
syntactic analysis is called on demand

When more than one script is activated, heuristics 
decide which represents the correct interpretation

Because the representation is language-independent, 
it can be used to generate summaries in various 
languages
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FRUMP
Evaluation: one day of processing text
368 stories 

100 not news articles 
147 not of the script type
121 could be understood
for 29 FRUMP has scripts
only 11 were processed correctly + 2 almost correctly = 3% 
correct; on average 10% correct

problems
incorrect variable binding 
could not identify script 
incorrect script used to interpret  (no script) 
incorrect script used to interpret  (correct script present)
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FRUMP

50 scripts is probably not enough for interpreting 
most stories
knowledge was manually coded
how to learn new scripts 

Vatican City. The dead of the Pope shakes the 
world. He passed away…

Earthquake in the Vatican. One dead.
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Information Extraction for 
Summarization

Message Understanding Conferences (1987-1997)
extract key information from a text
automatic fill-in forms (i.e., for a database)
idea of scenario/template

terrorist attacks;  rocket/satellite launch; management 
succession; etc. 

characteristics of the problem
only a few parts of the text are relevant
only a few parts of the relevant sentences are relevant
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Information Extraction
ALGIERS, May 22 (AFP) - At least 538 people were killed and 4,638 
injured when a powerful earthquake struck northern Algeria late 
Wednesday, according to the latest official toll, with the number of 
casualties set to rise further ... The epicentre of the quake, which 
measured  5.2 on the Richter scale, was located at Thenia, about 60 
kilometres (40 miles) east of Algiers, ...

DATE

DEATH

INJURED

EPICENTER

INTENSITY

21/05/2003

5.2, Ritcher

538

Thenia, Algeria

4,638
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CBA: Concept-based Abstracting (Paice&Jones’93)

Summaries in an specific domain, for example crop 
husbandry, contain specific concepts.

SPECIES (the crop in the study)
CULTIVAR (variety studied)
HIGH-LEVEL-PROPERTY (specific property studied of the 
cultivar, e.g. yield, growth)
PEST (the pest that attacks the cultivar)
AGENT (chemical or biological agent applied)
LOCALITY (where the study was conducted)
TIME (years of the study)
SOIL (description of the soil)
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CBA
Given a document in the domain, the objective is to 
instantiate with “well formed strings” each of the 
concepts
CBA uses patterns which implement how the concepts 
are expressed in texts
“fertilized with procymidane” gives the pattern “fertilized with 

AGENT”

Can be quite complex and involve several concepts
PEST is a ? pest of SPECIES

where ? matches a sequence of input tokens
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Each pattern has a weight
Criteria for variable instantiation

Variable is inside pattern
Variable is on the edge of the pattern

Criteria for candidate selection
all hypothesis’ substrings are considered

decease of SPECIES
effect of ? in SPECIES 

count repetitions and weights
select one substring for each semantic role

CBA
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Canned-text based generation 
this paper studies the effect of [AGENT] on the 
[HLP] of [SPECIES] OR  this paper studies the 
effect of [METHOD] on the [HLP] of [SPECIES] 
when it is infested by [PEST].
....
Summary: This paper studies the effect of G. pallida on the yield 
of potato. An experiment in 1985 and 1986 at York was 
undertaken.
evaluation

central and peripheral concepts
form of selected strings

pattern acquisition can be done automatically
informative summaries include verbatim “conclusive” sentences 
from document

CBA
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Headline generation: Banko&al’00

Generate a summary shorter than a sentence
Text: Acclaimed Spanish soprano de los Angeles dies in 
Madrid after a long illness.
Summary: de Los Angeles died

Generate a sentence with pieces combined from different parts 
of the texts

Text: Spanish soprano de los Angeles dies. She was 81.
Summary: de Los Angeles dies at 81

Method borrowed from statistical machine translation
model of word selection from the source
model of realization in the target language
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Headline generation
Content selection

how many and what words to select from 
document

Content realization
how to put words in the appropriate sequence in 
the headline such that it looks ok

training: 25K texts + headlines
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Headline generation
Content selection

What document features influence the words of 
the headline
A possible feature: the words of the document

W is in summary &  W is in document
This feature can be computed as
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Headline generation
Content selection

Other feature: how many words to select?

Easiest solution is to use a fixed length per 
document type

))(( nTlenp =
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Headline generation

Surface realization
Compute the probability of observing w1
…wn

2-grams approximation

∏ − )....|( 11 ii wwwp

∏ − )|( 1ii wwp
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Headline generation
Model combination

we want the best sequence of words
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Headline generation

Search using the following formula (note the use 
logarithm)

Viterbi algorithm can be used to find the best 
sequence

+∈∈∑ ))|(log((maxarg DwTwp iiT α

+= )))((log(. nTlonpβ

∑ − ))|log( 1ii wwγ
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Headline generation
One has to consider the problem of data sparseness

Words never seen
2-grams never seen

There are “smoothing” and “back-off” models to deal 
with the problems
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Example

President Clinton met with his top Mideast adviser, including Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright and U.S. peace envoy Dennis Ross, in preparation for a session with Isralel Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu tomorrow. Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat is to meet with 
Clinton later this week. Published reports in Israel say Netanyahu will warn Clinton that 
Israel can’t withdraw from more than nine percent of the West Bank  in its next schedulled
pullback, although Clinton wants 12-15 percent pullback.

original title: U.S. pushes for mideast peace
automatic title

clinton
clinton wants
clinton netanyahu arafat
clinton to  mideast peace
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Evaluation

Compare automatic headline with original headline
Words in common

Various lengths evaluated
4 words give acceptable results (?) 1 out of 5 headlines 
contain all words of the original

Grammaticality is an issue, however headlines have 
their own syntax
Other features

POS &  position
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Novel Techniques: condensation

Cut&Paste Summarization:  Jing&McKeown’00
“HMM” for word alignment to answer the question: 
what document positions a word in the summary 
comes from?
a word in a summary sentence may come from 
different positions, not all of them are equally likely
given words I1… In (in a summary sentence) the 
following probability table is needed: 
P(Ik+1=<S2,W2>| Ik=<S1,W1>)
they associate probabilities by hand following a 
number of heuristics
given a sentence summary, the alignment is 
computed using the Viterbi algorithm
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Novel Techniques: condensation

Cut&Paste Summarization
Sentence reduction

a number of resources are used (lexicon, parser, etc.)
exploits connectivity of words in the document (each 
word is weighted)
uses a table of probabilities to learn when to remove a 
sentence component
final decision is based on probabilities,  mandatory 
status, and local context

Rules for sentence combination were manually 
developed
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Cut&Paste human examples
Example 1: add description for people or organization 
Original Sentences:

Sentence 34: "We're trying to prove that there are big benefits to the patients by involving them 
more deeply in their treatment", said Paul Clayton, chairman of the dept. dealing with 
computerized medical information at Columbia.
Sentence 77: "The economic payoff from breaking into health care records is a lot less than for 
banks", said Clayton at Columbia. 

Rewritten Sentences: 
Combined: "The economic payoff from breaking into health care records is a lot less than for 
banks", said Paul Clayton, chairman of the dept. dealing with computerized medical information at 
Columbia. 

Example 2: extract common elements 
Original Sentences:

Sentence 8: but it also raises serious questions about the privacy of such highly personal 
information wafting about the digital world 
Sentence 10: The issue thus fits squarely into the broader debate about privacy and security on 
the internet whether it involves protecting credit card numbers or keeping children from offensive 
information 

Rewritten Sentences :
Combined: but it also raises the issue of privacy of such personal information and this issue hits 
the head on the nail in the broader debate about privacy and security on the internet. 
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Cut&Paste human examples
Example 3: reduce and join sentences by adding connectives or punctuations
Original Sentences:

Sentence 7: Officials said they doubted that Congressional approval would be needed 
for the changes, and they forsaw no barriers at the Federal level.
Sentence 8: States have wide control over the availability of methadone, however. 

Rewritten Sentences :
Combined: Officials said they foresaw no barriers at the Federal level; however, 
States have wide control over the availability of methadone. 

Example 4: reduce and change one sentence to a clause 
Original Sentences:

Sentence 25: in GPI, you specify an RGB COLOR value with a 32-bit integer encoded 
as follows: 00000000* Red * Green * Blue The high 8 bits are set to 0. 
Sentence 27: this encoding scheme can represent some 16 million colors

Rewritten Sentences :
Combined: GPI describes RGB colors as 32-bit integers that can describe 16 million 
colors
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Novel Techniques: condensation

Sentence condensation: Knight&Marcu’00
probabilistic framework: noisy-channel model
corpus: automatically collected <sentences, 
compressions>
model explains how short sentences can be re-
written
a long sentence L can be generated from a short 
sentence S, two probabilities are needed

P(L/S) and P(S)
the model seeks to maximize P(L/S)xP(S)
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Paraphrase

Alignment based paraphrase: Barzilay&Lee’2003
unsupervised approach to learn:

patterns in the data & equivalences among 
patterns
X injured Y people, Z seriously = Y were injured 
by X among them Z were in serious condition
learning is done over two different corpus which 
are comparable in content 

use a sentence clustering algorithm to group together 
sentences that describe similar events
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Similar event descriptions
Cluster of similar sentences

A Palestinian suicide bomber blew himself up in a southern city 
Wednesday, killing two other people and wounding 27.
A suicide bomber blew himself up in the settlement of Efrat, on 
Sunday, killing himself and injuring seven people.
A suicide bomber blew himself up in the coastal resort of Netanya
on Monday, killing three other people and wounding dozens more.

Variable substitution
A Palestinian suicide bomber blew himself up in a southern city 
DATE, killing NUM other people and wounding NUM.
A suicide bomber blew himself up in the settlement of NAME, on 
DATE, killing himself and injuring NUM people.
A suicide bomber blew himself up in the coastal resort of NAME 
on NAME, killing NUM other people and wounding dozens more.
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Paraphrase

apply a multi-sequence alignment algorithm to 
represent paraphrases as lattices
identify arguments (variable) as zones of great 
variability in the lattices
generation of paraphrases can be done by matching 
against the lattices and generating as many 
paraphrases as paths in the lattice
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Lattices and backbones

Palestinian
a southern city

DATE

killing NUM

other

people
and wounding NUM

people

more

settlement
of NAME on

himself

a suicide bomber blew himself up in

the costal resort

injuring
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Arguments or Synonyms?

were

injured

arrested

wounded

near

in

station

school

hospital

near

keep words

replace by 
arguments
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Patterns induced

in

Palestinian

a suicide bomber blew himself up

SLOT2onSLOT1

killing SLOT3

other

people
and wounding SLOT4

injuring
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Generating paraphrases

finding equivalent patterns
X injured Y people, Z seriously = Y were injured by X among 
them Z were in serious condition

exploit the corpus 
equivalent patterns will have similar arguments/slots in the 
corpus
given two clusters from where the patterns were derived 
identify sentences “published” on the same date & topic
compare the arguments in the pattern variables
patterns are equivalent if overlap of word in arguments > 
thr
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Multi-document summarization

motivation
I want a summary of all major political events in 
the UK from May 2001 to June 2001
search on the Web or in a closed collection can 
return thousands of hits
none of them has all the answers we need
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Multi-document summarization

professional abstractors
conference proceedings o journals

journal editors
introduction

government analysts
organization and people profiles

academics
summary of state of the art
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Multi-document summarization

definition
Brief representation of the contents of a set of 
“related” documents (by event, event type, 
group, or terms, etc) where important tasks 
are redundancy elimination and identification 
and expression of differences between sources
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Multi-document summarization

Redundancy of information
the destruction of Rome by the Barbarians in 410....
Rome was destroyed by Barbarians.
Barbarians destroyed Rome in the V Century
In 410, Rome was destroyed.  The Barbarians were responsible.

fragmentary information
D1=“earthquake in Turkey”; D2=“measured 6.5”

contradictory information
D1=“killed 3”; D2= “killed 4”

relations between documents
inter-document-coreference
D1=“Tony Blair visited Bush”; D2=“UK Prime Minister visited Bush”
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Similarity metrics

text fragments (sentences, paragraphs, etc.) represented in a 
vector space model  OR as bags of words and use set operations to 
compare them
can be “normalized” (stemming, lemmatised, etc)
stop words can be removed
weights can be term frequencies or tf*idf…
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Morphological techniques

IR techniques: a query is the input to the 
system
Goldstein&al’00. Maximal Marginal Relevance

a formula is used allowing the inclusion of sentences 
relevant to the query but different from those already 
in the summary
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Morphological techniques

Mani & Bloedor’99. Graphs representing text 
structure

proximity (ADJ), coreference (COREF), synonym (SYN)
link words by relations (create a graph)
identify regions in graph related to query (input to the 
system)
identification of common terms
identification of different terms
use common words & different words to select sentences 
from the texts
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Cohesion graph
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Sentence ordering

important for both single and multi-document 
summarization (Barzilay, Elhadad, McKeown’02)
some strategies

Majority order
Chronological order
Combination

probabilistic model (Lapata’03)
the model learns order constraints in a particular domain
the main component is a probability table

P(Si|Si-1) for sentences S
the representation of each sentence is a set of features for

verbs, nouns, and dependencies
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Semantic techniques

Knowledge-based summarization in 
SUMMONS (Radev & McKeown’98)

Conceptual summarization
reduction of content

Linguistic summarization
conciseness
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SUMMONS

corpus of summaries
strategies for content selection
summarization lexicon

summarization from a template knowledge 
base
planning operators for content selection

8 operators
linguistic generation

generating summarization phrases
generating descriptions
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Example summary

Reuters reported that 18 people were killed on 
Sunday in a bombing in Jerusalem. The next 
day, a bomb in Tel Aviv killed at least 10 
people and wounded 30 according to Israel 
radio. Reuters reported that at least 12 people
were killed and 105 wounded in the second 
incident. Later the same day, Reuters reported 
that Hamas has claimed responsibility for the 
act.
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Input

correct templates sorted by date
templates which refer to the same 
event are grouped together
primary and secondary sources are 
added to the initial set of templates
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Input

MESSAGE: ID TST-REU-0001
SECSOURCE: SOURCE Reuters 
SECSOURCE: DATE March 3, 1996 11:30
PRIMSOURCE: SOURCE         
INCIDENT: DATE March 3, 1996
INCIDENT: LOCATION Jerusalem
INCIDENT: TYPE Bombing
HUM TGT: NUMBER “killed: 18''

“wounded: 10”
PERP: ORGANIZATION ID

MESSAGE: ID TST-REU-0002
SECSOURCE: SOURCE Reuters 
SECSOURCE: DATE March 4, 1996 07:20
PRIMSOURCE: SOURCE Israel Radio
INCIDENT: DATE March 4, 1996
INCIDENT: LOCATION Tel Aviv
INCIDENT: TYPE Bombing
HUM TGT: NUMBER “killed: at least 10''

“wounded: more than 100”
PERP: ORGANIZATION ID

MESSAGE: ID TST-REU-0003
SECSOURCE: SOURCE Reuters 
SECSOURCE: DATE March 4, 1996 14:20
PRIMSOURCE: SOURCE         
INCIDENT: DATE March 4, 1996
INCIDENT: LOCATION Tel Aviv
INCIDENT: TYPE Bombing
HUM TGT: NUMBER “killed: at least 13''

“wounded: more than 100”
PERP: ORGANIZATION ID “Hamas”

MESSAGE: ID TST-REU-0004
SECSOURCE: SOURCE Reuters 
SECSOURCE: DATE March 4, 1996 14:30
PRIMSOURCE: SOURCE         
INCIDENT: DATE March 4, 1996
INCIDENT: LOCATION Tel Aviv
INCIDENT: TYPE Bombing
HUM TGT: NUMBER “killed: at least 12''

“wounded: 105”
PERP: ORGANIZATION ID
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Operators

March 4th, Reuters reported that a bomb in Tel Aviv 
killed at least 10 people and wounded 30. Later the 
same day, Reuters reported that exactly 12 people were 
actually killed and 105 wounded.

The afternoon of February 26, 1993, Reuters reported 
that a suspected bomb killed at least six people in the 
World Trade Center. However, Associated Press
announced that exactly five people were killed in the 
blast.

Change of perspective

Contradiction
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Logical operators

Contradiction operator: given templates T1 & T2
T1.LOC == T2.LOC &&
T1.TIME < T2.TIME && …
T1.SRC2 != T2.SRC2 =>

apply contradiction “with-new-account” to 
T1,T2

templates have weights which are reduced 
when combined
the combined template has its weights boosted
ideally the combined resulting template will be 
used for generating the final summary
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Text Summarization Evaluation

Identify when a particular algorithm can be used 
commercially
Identify the contribution of a system component to 
the overall performance
Adjust system parameters
Objective framework to compare own work with work 
of colleagues
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Text Summarization Evaluation

Expensive because requires the construction of 
standard sets of data and evaluation metrics
May involve human judgement 
There is disagreement among judges
Automatic evaluation would be ideal but not always 
possible
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Intrinsic Evaluation

Summary evaluated on its own or comparing it with 
the source

Is the text cohesive and coherent?
Does it contain the main topics of the document? 
Are important topics omitted?
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Extrinsic Evaluation

Evaluation in an specific task 
Can the summary be used instead of the 
document?

Can the document be classified by reading 
the summary?
Can we answer questions by reading the 
summary?
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Evaluation metrics

extracts
automatic vs. human

precision
Ratio of correct summary sentences 

recall
Ratio of relevant sentences included in summary
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Evaluation of extracts
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Evaluation of extracts

Relative utility (fuzzy) (Radev&al’00)
each sentence has a degree of “belonging to a 
summary” 
H={(S1,10), (S2,7),...(Sn,1)}
A={ S2,S5,Sn } => val(S2) + val(S5) + 
val(Sn)
Normalize dividing by maximum
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Other metrics
Content based metrics

“The president visited China” vs “The visit of the President to 
China”
overlap

Based on set n-gram intersection
Fine grained metrics than combine different sets of n-grams 
can be used

cosine in Vector Space Model 
Longest subsequence

Minimal number of deletions/insertions needed to obtain two 
identical chains 

Do they really measure semantic content?

We will see ROUGE adopted by DUC
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Pyramids

Human evaluation of content: Nenkova & 
Passonneau (2004)
based on the distribution of content in a pool of 
summaries
Summarization Content Units (SCU):

fragments from summaries
identification of similar fragments across 
summaries
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Pyramids

SCU have
id, a weight, a NL description, and a set of 
contributors
similar to Teufel & van Halterer (2003)

SCU1 (w=4)
A1 - two Libyans indicted
B1 - two Libyans indicted
C1 - two Libyans accused
D2 – two Libyans suspects were indicted 
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Pyramids

a “pyramid” of SCUs of height n is 
created for n gold standard summaries
each SCU in tier Ti in the pyramid has 
weight i 
with highly weighted SCU on top of the 
pyramid
the best summary is one which contains 
all units of level n, then all units from n-
1,…
if Di is the number of SCU in a summary 
which  appear in Ti for summary D, then 
the weight of the summary is:

w=n
w=n-1

w=1

∑
=

∗=
n

i
iDiD
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Pyramids score

let X be the total 
number of units in a 
summary
it is shown that more 
than 4 ideal 
summaries are 
required to produce 
reliable rankings
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SUMMAC evaluation

System independent evaluation
high scale
basically extrinsic
16 systems
summaries in tasks carried out by 
defence analysis of the American 
government
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SUMMAC

“ad hoc” task
indicative summaries
system receives a document + a topic and 
has to produce a topic-based 
analyst has to classify the document in two 
categories

Document deals with topic
Document does not deal with topic
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SUMMAC

Categorization task
generic summaries
given n categories and a summary, the 
analyst has to classify the document in one 
of the n categories or none of them
one wants to measure whether summaries 
reduce classification time without loosing 
classification accuracy
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SUMMAC

Experimental conditions
text: full-document; fixed-length 
summary; variable-length summary; 
default summary (baseline)
technology: each of the participants
consistency: 51 analysts
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SUMMAC

data
“ad hoc”: 20 topics each with 50 
documents
categorization: 10 topics each with 100 
documents (5 categories)
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SUMMAC

Results  “ad hoc” task
Variable length summaries take less time to 
classify by a factor of 2 (33.12 sec/doc vs. 58.89 
sec/doc with full-text)
Classification accuracy reduced but not 
significantly
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SUMMAC

Results of categorization task
only significant differences in time between 10% 
length summaries and full-documents
no difference in classification accuracy 
many FN observed (automatic summaries lack 
many relevant topics)

3 groups of systems observed
ad hoc: pair-wise human agreement 69%; 53% 3-
way; 16% unanimous
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DUC experience

National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST)
further progress in summarization and enable 
researchers participate in large-scale 
experiments
Document Understanding Conference

2000-2006

Call begin of the year, data released in ~May 
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DUC 2001

Task 1
given a document, create a generic 
summary of the document (100 words)
30 sets of ~10 documents each

Task 2
given a set of documents, create 
summaries of the set (400, 200, 100, 50 
words)
30 sets of ~ 10 documents each
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Human summary creation

400

200

100

50

Documents

Single-document
summaries

Multi-document
summaries

A B

C

D

E

F

A:  Read  hardcopy of documents.

B:  Create a 100-word softcopy summary for each 
document using the document author’s perspective.

C:  Create a 400-word softcopy multi-document
summary of all 10 documents written as a report for 
a contemporary adult newspaper reader.

D,E,F:  Cut, paste, and reformulate to reduce the size
of the summary by half.
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DUC 2002
Task 1

given a document, create a generic summary of the 
document (100 words)
60 sets of ~10 documents each

Task 2
given a set of documents, create summaries of the 
set (400, 200, 100, 50 words)
given a set of documents, create two extracts (400, 
200 words)
60 sets of ~ 10 documents each
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Human summary creation

400

200

100

50

Documents

Single-document
summaries

Multi-document
summaries

A B

C

D

E

F

A:  Read  hardcopy of documents.

B:  Create a 100-word softcopy summary for each 
document using the document author’s perspective.

C:  Create a 400-word softcopy multi-document
summary of all 10 documents written as a report for 
a contemporary adult newspaper reader.

D,E,F:  Cut, paste, and reformulate to reduce the size
of the summary by half.
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Manual extract creation

Documents in 
a document 

set

400

200

Multi-document
extracts

A B

A:  Automatically tag sentences

B:  Create a 400-word softcopy multi-document extract of 
all 10 documents together 

C:  Cut and paste to produce a 200-word extract
C
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DUC 2003

Task 1
10 words single-document summary

Task 2
100 word multi-document summary of cluster 
related by an event

Task 3
given a cluster and a viewpoint, 100 word multi-
document summary of cluster

Task 4
givem a cluster and a question, 100 word multi-
document summary of cluster 
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Viewpoints & Topics & Questions
Viewpoint:
Forty years after poor parenting was thought to be the cause of 
schizophrenia, researchers are working in many diverse areas to refine the 
causes and treatments of this disease and enable early diagnosis.
Topic:
30042 - PanAm Lockerbie Bombing Trial
Seminal Event
WHAT: Kofi Annan visits Libya to appeal for surrender of PanAm bombing 
suspects
WHERE: Tripoli, Libya
WHO:  U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan; Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi
WHEN: December, 1998
Question:
What are the advantages of growing plants in water or some substance  
other than soil?
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Short 
multi-doc
summary

Manual abstract creation
TDT
docs

TREC
docs

Novelty 
docs

Very short 
single-doc

summaries
Short 
multi-doc
summary

Short 
multi-doc
summary

TREC Novelty topic

Relevant/novel
sentences

Very short 
single-doc

summaries

+

TDT 
topic+

Viewpoint

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 1

+

SLIDE FROM  Document Understanding Conferences
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DUC 2004

Tasks for 2004
Task 1: very short summary
Task 2: short summary of cluster of documents
Task 3: very short cross-lingual summary
Task 4: short cross-lingual summary of document 
cluster
Task 5: short person profile

Very short (VS) summary <= 75 bytes
Short (S) summary <= 665 bytes
Each participant may submit up to 3 runs
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DUC 2004 - Data

50 TDT English news clusters (tasks 1 & 2) from AP and NYT sources
10 docs/topic
Manual S and VS summaries

24 TDT Arabic news clusters (tasks 3 & 4) from France Press
13 topics as before and 12 new topics
10 docs/topic
Related English documents available
IBM and ISI machine translation systems
S and VS summaries created from manual translations

50 TREC English news clusters from NYT, AP, XIE
Each cluster with documents which contribute to answering “Who is X?”
10 docs/topic
Manual S summaries created
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DUC 2004 - Tasks

Task 1
VS summary of each document in a cluster
Baseline =  first 75 bytes of document
Evaluation = ROUGE

Task 2
S summary of a document cluster
Baseline = first 665 bytes of most recent 
document
Evaluation = ROUGE
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DUC 2004 - Tasks

Task 3
VS summary of each translated document
Use: automatic translations; manual translations; automatic 
translations + related English documents 
Baseline =  first 75 bytes of best translation
Evaluation = ROUGE

Task 4
S summary of a document cluster
Use: same as for task 3
Baseline = first 665 bytes of most recent best translated 
document
Evaluation = ROUGE
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DUC 2004 - Tasks

Task 5
S summary of document cluster + “Who is 
X?”
Evaluation = using Summary Evaluation 
Environment (SEE): quality & coverage; 
ROUGE
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Summary of tasks
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DUC 2004 – Human Evaluation

Human summaries segmented in Model Units 
(MUs)
Submitted summaries segmented in Peer 
Units (PUs)
For each MU

Mark all PUs sharing content with the MU
Indicates whether the Pus express 0%, 
20%,40%,60%,80%,100% of MU
For all non-marked PU indicate whether 
0%,20%,...100% of PUs are related but needn’t 
to be in summary
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Summary evaluation environment (SEE)
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DUC 2004 – Questions

7 quality questions
1) Does the summary build from sentence to sentence to a coherent  
body of information about the topic?

A. Very coherently
B. Somewhat coherently
C. Neutral as to coherence
D. Not so coherently
E. Incoherent

2) If you were editing the summary to make it more concise and  to 
the point, how much useless, confusing or repetitive text would you 
remove from the existing summary?

A. None
B. A little
C. Some
D. A lot
E. Most of the text 
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DUC 2004 - Questions

Read summary and answer the question
Responsiveness (Task 5)

Given a question “Who is X” and a 
summary
Grade the summary according to how 
responsive it is to the question

0 (worst) - 4 (best)
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ROUGE package

Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting
Evaluation
Developed by Chin-Yew Lin at ISI (see 
DUC 2004 paper)
Compares quality of a summary by 
comparison with ideal(s) summaries
Metrics count the number of 
overlapping units
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ROUGE package

ROUGE-N: N-gram co-occurrence 
statistics is a recall oriented metric
S1- Police killed the gunman
S2- Police kill the gunman
S3- The gunman kill police

S2=S3
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ROUGE package

ROUGE-L: Based on longest common 
subsequence 
S1- Police killed the gunman
S2- Police kill the gunman
S3- The gunman kill police

S2 better than S3
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ROUGE package

ROUGE-W: weighted longest common 
subsequence, favours consecutive 
matches
X  - A B C D E F G
Y1 - A B C D H I K
Y2 - A H B K C I D

Y1 better than Y2
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ROUGE package

ROUGE-S: Skip-bigram recall metric
Arbitrary in-sequence bigrams are computed
S1 - police killed the gunman
S2 - police kill the gunman
S3  - the gunman kill police
S4  - the gunman police killed

S2 better than S4 better than S3

ROUGE-SU adds unigrams to  ROUGE-S
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ROUGE package

Co-relation with human judgment
Experiments on DUC 2000-2003 data
17 ROUGE metrics tested
Pearson’s correlation coefficients 
computed
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ROUGE Results

ROUGE-S4, S9, and ROUGE-W1.2 were the best in 
100 words single doc task, but were statistically 
indistinguishable from most other ROUGE metrics.
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU4, ROUGE-SU9, and 
ROUGE-W1.2 worked very well in 10 words headline 
like task (Pearson’s ρ ~ 97%).
ROUGE-1, 2, and ROUGE-SU* were the best in 100 
words multi-doc task but were statistically equivalent 
to other ROUGE-S and SU metrics.
ROUGE-1, 2, ROUGE-S, and SU worked well in other 
multi-doc tasks.
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Basic Elements: going “semantics”

BE (Hovy, Lin, Zhou’05)
head of a major syntactic structure (noun, verb, 
adjective, adverbial phrase)
relation between head-BE and single dependent

Example
two Libyans were indicted for the Lockerbie 
bombing in 1991

lybians|two|nn (HM)
indicted|libyans|obj (HMR)
bombing|lockerbie|nn
indicted|bombing|for
bombing|1991|nn
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Basic elements

break ideal and system summaries in units
use parser + a set of rules
Charniak parser + CYL rules = BE-L
Minipar + JF rules = BE-F
each unit receives one point per summary where it is observed, for 
example

match units in system summaries against units in ideal 
summaries obtaining scores

lexical identity; lemma identity; synonymy; etc.
combine scores

sum up individual scores for BE in system summaries
more work is needed
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DUC 2004 – Some systems

Task 1
TOPIARY (Zajic&al’04)

University of Maryland; BBN
Sentence compression from parse tree
Unsupervised Topic Discovery (UTD): statistical technique to 
associate meaningful names to topics 
Combination of both techniques

MEAD (Erkan&Radev’04) 
University of Michigan
Centroid + Position + Length
Select one sentence as S sumary
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DUC 2004 – Some systems

Task 2
CLASSY (Conroy&al’04)

IDA/Center for Computing Sciences; Department of Defence; 
University of Maryland
HMM with summary and non-summary states

Observation input = topic signatures
Co-reference resolution
Sentence simplification

Cluster Relevance & Redundancy Removal 
(Saggion&Gaizauskas’04)

University of Sheffield
Sentence cluster similarity + sentence lead document similarity 
+ absolute position
N-gram based redundancy detection
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DUC 2004 – Some systems

Task 3
LAKHAS (Douzidia&Lapalme’04)
Universite de Montreal
Summarize from Arabic documents, then 
translates
Sentence scoring= lead + title + cue + tf*idf
Sentence reduction = name substitution; word 
removal; phrase removal; etc.
After translation with Ajeeb (commercial system) 
good results
After translation with ISI best system
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DUC 2004 – Some systems

Task 5
Lite-GISTexter (Lacatusu&al’04)
Language Computer Corporation
Syntactic structure

entity in appositive construction (“X, a …”)
entity subject of copula (“X is the…”)
sentence containing key are scored by syntactic 
features
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DUC 2005

Topic based summarization
given a set of documents and a topic description, generate a 
250 words summary

Evaluation
ROUGE
Pyramid
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Single-document summary (DUC) 
<SUM DOCSET="d04“ TYPE="PERDOC“ SIZE="100“ DOCREF="FT923 

6455“ SELECTOR="A“ SUMMARIZER="A">  
US cities along the Gulf of Mexico from Alabama to eastern Texas were
on alert last night as Hurricane Andrew headed west after hitting
southern Florida leaving at least eight dead, causing severe property
damage, and leaving 1.2 million homes without electricity.  Gusts of
up to 165 mph were recorded. It is the fiercest hurricane to hit the
US in decades.  As Andrew moved across the Gulf there was concern that
it might hit New Orleans, which would be particularly susceptible to
flooding, or smash into the concentrated offshore oil
facilities. President Bush authorized federal disaster assistance for
the affected areas.</SUM>
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Multi-document summaries (DUC)
<SUM DOCSET="d04“ TYPE="MULTI“ SIZE="50“ DOCREF="FT923-5267 FT923-6110 FT923-

6455 FT923-5835 FT923-5089 FT923-5797 FT923-6038“ SELECTOR="A“ 
SUMMARIZER="A">
Damage in South Florida from Hurricane Andrew in August 1992 cost the insurance 
industry about $8 billion making it the most costly disaster in the US up to that time. 
There were fifteen deaths and in Dade County alone 250,000 were left homeless.</SUM>

<SUM DOCSET="d04“ TYPE="MULTI“ SIZE=“100“ DOCREF="FT923-5267 FT923-6110 FT923-
6455 FT923-5835 FT923-5089 FT923-5089 FT923-5797 FT923-6038“ SELECTOR="A“ 
SUMMARIZER="A">

Hurricane Andrew which hit the Florida coast south of Miami in late
August 1992 was at the time the most expensive disaster in US
history. Andrew's damage in Florida cost the insurance industry about
$8 billion. There were fifteen deaths, severe property damage, 1.2
million homes were left without electricity, and in Dade county alone
250,000 were left homeless. Early efforts at relief were marked by
wrangling between state and federal officials and frustrating delays,
but the White House soon stepped in, dispatching troops to the area
and committing the federal government to rebuilding and funding an
effective relief effort.</SUM>
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Extracts (DUC)
<SUM DOCSET="d061“ TYPE="MULTI-E“ SIZE="200"
DOCREF="AP880911-0016 AP880912-0137 AP880912-0095 AP880915-0003 AP880916-0060 

WSJ880912-0064“ SELECTOR="J“ SUMMARIZER="B">
<s docid="WSJ880912-0064" num="18" wdcount="15"> Tropical Storm Gilbert formed in the 
eastern Caribbean and strengthened into a hurricane Saturday night.</s>
<s docid="AP880912-0137" num="22" wdcount="13"> Gilbert reached Jamaica after skirting 
southern Puerto Rico, Haiti and the Dominican Republic.</s>
<s docid="AP880915-0003" num="13" wdcount="33"> Hurricane Gilbert, one of the 
strongest storms ever, slammed into the Yucatan Peninsula Wednesday and leveled 
thatched homes, tore off roofs, uprooted trees and cut off the Caribbean resorts 
of Cancun and Cozumel.</s>
<s docid="AP880915-0003" num="44" wdcount="21"> The Mexican National Weather Service 
reported winds gusting as high as 218 mph earlier Wednesday with sustained winds 
of 179 mph.</s>
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Other evaluations

Multilingual Summarization Evaluation (MSE) 
2005

basically task 4 of DUC 2004
Arabic/English multi-document summarization
human evaluation with pyramids
automatic evaluation with ROUGE

MSE 2006 underway
automatic evaluation with ROUGE
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Other evaluations

Text Summarization Challenge (TSC)
Summarization in Japan
Two tasks in TSC-2

A: generic single document summarization
B: topic based multi-document summarization

Evaluation
summaries ranked by content & readability
summaries scored in function of a revision 
based evaluation metric
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SUMMAC Corpus

Categorization & ad-hoc tasks
documents with relevance judgements

2000 full text sources 
each sentence annotated with information as 
to which summarization system selected that 
sentence
suggested use:

train to behave as a summarizer which will select 
sentence chosen  by most summarizers
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Annotated Sentences
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SUMMAC Q&A

Topic descriptions
Questions per topic
Documents per topic
Answer keys
Model summaries
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SUMMAC Q&A: Topics and Questions

Topic 151: “Coping with overcrowded prisons”

1. What are name and/or location of the correction  facilities where the 
reported overcrowding exists?

2. What negative experiences have there been at the overcrowded facilities 
(whether or not they are thought to have been caused by the 
overcrowding)?

3. What measures have been taken/planned/recommended (etc.) to  
accommodate more inmates at penal facilities, e.g., doubling up, new 
construction?

4. What measures have been taken/planned/recommended (etc.) to reduce  
the number of new inmates, e.g., moratoriums on admission,  alternative 
penalties, programs to reduce crime/recidivism?

5. What measures have been taken/planned/recommended (etc.) to reduce 
the number of existing inmates at an overcrowded facility, e.g., granting 
early release, transferring to un-crowded facilities?
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Q&A Keys
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Model Q&A Summaries
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Summac tools

Sentence aligment tool
sentence-similarity program
measures the similarity between each 
sentence in the summary with each 
sentence in the full document
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MEAD

Dragomir Radev and others at University of 
Michigan
publicly available toolkit for multi-lingual 
summarization and evaluation
implements different algorithms: position-
based, centroid-based, it*idf, query-based 
summarization
implements evaluation methods: co-selection, 
relative-utility, content-based metrics
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MEAD 

Perl & XML-related Perl modules
runs on POSIX-conforming operating 
systems
English and Chinese
summarizes single documents and 
clusters of documents
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MEAD

compression = words or sentences; 
percent or absolute
output = console or specific file
ready-made summarizers

lead-based
random
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MEAD architecture

configuration files
feature computation scripts
classifiers
re-rankers
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Configuration file
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clusters & sentences
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extract & summary
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Mead at work

Mead computes sentence features (real-
valued)

position, length, centroid, etc.
similarity with first, is longest sentence, 
various query-based features

Mead combines features 
Mead re-rank sentences to avoid 
repetition
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Summarization with GATE
GATE (http://gate.ac.uk)

General Architecture for Text Engineering
Processing & Language Resources
Documents follow the TIPTSTER

Text Summarization in GATE (Saggion’02)
processing resources compute feature-values for 
each sentence in a document
features are stored in documents
feature-values are combined to score sentences
need gate + summarization jar file + creole.xml

http://gate.ac.uk/
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Summarization with GATE

implemented in JAVA
platform independent

Windows, Unix, Linux
is a Java library which can be used to create 
summarization applications
summarization applications

single document summarization: English, Swedish, 
Latvian, Finnish, Spanish
multi-document summarization: centroid-based

2nd position in DUC 2004 (task 2)
cross-lingual summarization: (English, Arabic)
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Functions
sentence identification
NE recognition & coreference resolution
summarization components

position, keyword, title, query
Vector Space Model for content analysis
similarity metrics implemented

evaluation of extracts is possible with GATE 
AnnotationDiff tool
evaluation of abstracts is possible with an 
implementation of BLUE  (Pastra&Saggion’03)
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Units represented in a VSM

linear feature combination
text fragment represented as <term, tf*idf> 
cosine used as one metric to measure similarity
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Training the summarizer

GATE incorporates ML functionalities through 
WEKA
training and testing modes are available

annotate sentences selected by humans as keys
annotate sentences with feature-values
learn model
use model for creating extracts of new documents
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Resources: SummBank

Johns Hopkins Summer Workshop 2001
Language Data Consortium (LDC)
Drago Radev, Simone Teufel, Wai Lam, Horacio
Saggion
Development & implementation of resources for 
experimentation in text summarization
http://www.summarization.com

http://www.summarization.com/
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SummBank

Hong Kong News Corpus
formatted in  XML
40 topics/themes identified by LDC
creation of a list of relevant documents for each topic
10 documents selected for each topic = clusters
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SummBank

3 judges evaluate each sentence in each document
relevance judgements associated to each sentence 
(relative utility) 
these are values between 0-10 representing how 
relevant is the sentence to the theme of the cluster
they also created multi-document summaries at 
different compression rates (50 words, 100 words, 
etc.)
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SummBank

extracts were created for all documents
implementation of evaluation metrics

co-selection
content-based
rank correlation in IR context
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query SMART

LDC Judges

Ranked
document
list

Ranked
document
list

IR results

document

Summary
comparison

Correlation

Summarizer

Baselines

Extract 

1. Co-selection
2. Similarity

Single document evaluation
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LDC Judges

Summary
comparison

Manual sum.
Summarizer

Baselines

document
cluster

1. Co-selection
2. Similarity

Extracts

Multi-document evaluation
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Ziff-Davis Corpus for Summarization

Each document contains the DOC, DOCNO, 
and TEXT fields, etc.
The SUMMARY field contains a summary of 
the full text within the TEXT field.
The TEXT has been marked with ideal 
extracts at the clause level.
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Document Summary
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Clause Extract

clause 
deletion
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The extracts

Marcus’99 
Greedy-based clause rejection algorithm

clauses obtained by segmentation
“best” set of clauses 
reject sentence such that the resulting 
extract is closer to the ideal summary
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Uses of the corpus

Study of sentence compression
following Knight & Marcu’01

Study of sentence combination
following Jing&McKeown’00
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Other corpora

SumTime-Meteo (Sripada&Reiter’05)
University of Aberdeen

(http://www.siggen.org/)
weather data to text

KTH eXtract Corpus (Dalianis&Hassel’01)
Stockholm University and KTH

news articles (Swedish & Danish)
various sentence extracts per document

http://www.siggen.org/
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Other corpora
University of Woverhampton
CAST (Computer-Aided Summarisation Tool) Project 
(Hasler&Orasan&Mitkov’03)
newswire texts + popular science
annotated with:

essential sentences
unessential fragments in those sentences
links between sentences when one is needed for 
the understanding of the other
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Text Reuse in METER

University of Sheffield 
Texts from the Press Association and British news 
paper reports

1,700 texts
texts are topic-related
newspaper texts can be: wholly derived; partially 
derived; or non-derived
marked-up with SGML and TEI
two domains: law/courts and showbiz
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Types of re-use
rewriting

re-arranging order or positions
replacing words by synonyms

or substitutable terms
deleting parts
change inflection, voice, etc.

at word/string level
verbatim
rewrite
new
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Tesas Tool for Sentence Alignment
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Tesas Tool for Sentence Alignment
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Tesas Tool for Sentence Alignment
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Research topics

“adaptive summarization”
create a system that adapts itself to a new topic 
(Learning FRUMP)

machine translation techniques for summarization
going beyond headline generation

abstraction operations
linguistic condensation, generalisation, etc. (more 
than headlines)
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Research topics

text types
Legal texts; Science; Medical texts
Imaginative works (narrative, films, etc.)

profile creation
organizations, people, etc.

multimedia summarization/presentation
digital libraries; meetings
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Research topics

Crossing the sentence barrier
coreference to support merging

Identifying “nuggets” instead of sentences & combine 
them in a cohesive, well-formed summary
Crossing the language barrier with summaries

you obtain summaries in your own language for news 
available in a language you don’t understand
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Some links

http://www.summarization.com
http://duc.nist.gov
http://www.newsinessence.com
http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/ws2001/groups/asmd
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~jing/summarization.html
http://www.shef.ac.uk/~saggion
http://www.csi.uottawa.ca/~swan/summarization

http://www.summarization.com/
http://duc.nist.gov/
http://www.newsinessence.com/
http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/ws2001/groups/asmd
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~jing/summarization.html
http://www.shef.ac.uk/~saggion
http://www.csi.uottawa.ca/~swan/summarization
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Thanks!
Horacio Saggion

saggion@dcs.shef.ac.uk
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International meetings
1993 Summarizing Text for Intelligent Communication, Dagstuhl
1997 Summarization Workshop, ACL, Madrid
1998 AAAI Intelligent Text Summarization, Spring Symposium, Stanford
1998 SUMMAC evaluation
1998 RIFRA Workshop, Sfax
2000 Workshop on Automatic Summarization (WAS), Seattle. 2001 (New 

Orleans).  2002 (Philadelphia). 2003 (Edmonton). 2004 (Barcelona)…
2005 Crossing Barriers in Text Summarization, RANLP, Bulgaria
2001-2006 Document Understanding Conference
2005-2006 Multilingual Summarization Evaluation
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Tutorial materials

COLING/ACL 1998 (Hovy & Marcu)
IJCAI 1999 (Hahn & Mani)
SIGIR 2000/2004 (Radev) 
IJCNLP 2005 (Lin)
ESSLLI 2005 (Saggion)
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